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Blockchain is a 
decentralized P2P 
shared ledger of 
transactions forged by 
consensus allowing 
any participant to see 
the complete history of 
records and ensuring 
immutability.

#1
What the hell is 
Blockchain?

#2
DID and digital 
contracting

#3
bloXmove - Mobility 
Blockchain Platform

User centric identity with
“the assumption that 
every individual ought to 
have the right to control 
their own identity” 

It will identify devices, 
customers and 
companies.

A shared B2B platform 
which connects all 
different mobility 
providers in an urban 
Mobility Alliance.

Customers can book 
seamless journey from A 
to B, the providers keep 
their customer 
touchpoints. 



Warm up-thesis
In future, cryptocurrencies are the ‘new

money‘ in our everyday life.

- - - + + + 



Crypto dictionary

Crypto
Crypto currency
Token
IDO
TGE
Utility/security token
wallet 



BLXM – our layer 2 token
What is the utility behind the bloXmove token?

BLXM is the only 
token utilized to pay 
for decentralized 
mobility services on 
bloXmove. 
Transaction fees are 
also paid in BLXM.

utility #1: 

In our “hybrid” 
scenarios BLXM 
are also used to 
pay for B2B 
liabilities

utility #2: 

Token burn 10%-
40% of all 
transaction fees 
in BLXM will be 
burnt, until min. 
supply of 10 
million units is 
reached

utility #3: 

Invest in a future 
scenario of smart 
mobility and 
green energy 
where we will 
reward the usage 
of shared electric 
mobility

utility #4: 



Please, type in the chat.
Who has already experience with buying

and swapping cryptocurrencies?



How To-Guide
4 steps to buy your first (BLXM) token

BLXM private sale

BLXM investor 
pre-sale

IDO on launchpads: 
PAID ignition
End of Sept.

Register in 
MetaMask as a 
compatible
ERC-20 wallet

Live on UNISWAP
few hours later

1 2

Exchange FIAT 
($, €) in ERC-20 
altcoins like ETH 
in Kraken

3 4

Register in 
uniswap and
connect to
your MetaMask 
wallet

Ready to
(uni)swap your
altcoins like 
ETH in BLXM

Issuing process 
and audit

https://metamask.io/swaps.html
https://www.kraken.com/
https://app.uniswap.org/


Have fun and relax if there are price fluctuation, 
the crypto space is highly volatile 

Find out about the tax rules in your country 
(i.e., capital tax)

Participate in the community, with the token-buy 
you become contributor of the #DeMo vision

How To-Guide
Food for further thoughts



Q&A

Time for your questions
and feedbacks



Q&A

Time for your questions
and feedbacks

02nd October 2021 – 2pm CET



tech dialogue

We carry your passengers further.

Thank you & spread the message
#womenintech #bloXmove #blockchain
@bloXmove

twitter.com/bloXmove

t.me/bloXmoveCommunity

linkedin.com/company/bloXmove2021

instagram.com/bloXmove/

https://medium.com/bloXmove

www.tiktok.com/@bloXmove

www.youtube.com/channel/UCFdiEzUp7HpF
5Z5Bc2mI6Cw


